December 4, 2009

Just a note to add to the sheets being sent herewith. Many people no doubt were
overwhelmed when they heard the Steve Quayle broadcast last night with guest Greg Evensen.
Nevertheless, very little was said that we did not hear before, some time back in the eighties!
What it proves is this: In the intent to overthrow all the victories achieved by this country’s
Founding Fathers, the communist tyrannists don’t stray very far from the Master Plan once they set it.
They set it scores of years ago. That Plan was to collapse our government, kill off by some method a
large number of the population, and force the rest of the people to align under the
socialist/communist’s dream of a world government system. And they wanted to eliminate the
states. In the early eighties, the number of people they intended to kill was 25 to 40 million
people. The number now in 2009 has moved up to 50 million people.

Attached you will find a sheet called “NO PLACE TO HIDE: The Strategy and Tactics of
Terrorism.” One of the complaints in this advertised video is that we do not have an efficient
intelligence network or the proper Internal Security System. Of course not!
Also attached are 3 pages of notes I took on the Quayles broadcast. Best I could do.
It will be run again in Quayles Archives, if you wish to hear it.

The fault I find with the broadcast is that no movement follows to place a demand for an
immediate nation-wide investigation of the “planners” who are behind these engineered illconceived activities. We must demand it! We must go to our states and demand it be given a
priority to get opened NOW! Yes, we have heard enough! And waited almost too long. But
keep in mind that the Constitution, Declaration, and the Bill of Rights belong to the people and we
have never given any consent to have them be denied or eliminated.

Globalism won’t work. It is against a number of natural attributes, inclinations, and basic rights
of the people. If the Globalists succeed in this attempt, it will bring a repeat of the Dark Ages of
history over again. How long will it be then that another George Washington will come along and
wage a War for Independence? Why waste the effort and achievements made under him in 1776?

Most serious is the effort to collapse the states! As you know most are affected by the
policies of the federal administration and 10 of them are in dire situations. If the states collapse, the
Constitution will be knocked out. The Bill of Rights will be laughed at. What does it take for the people
to get to their state representatives and demand immediate action against these Global Planners. True,
most of the governors are “in” on the scheme, but there will be some with enough conscience left who
will be willing to band together and confess that this catastrophe has all been planned. Don’t go to
federal public officials. Go only to your state people and demand immediate action. Spread the word!
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WILLIAMS INTERVIEW
Williams:
No..... the violence that we have in the Sixties was limited. but the next
time it will be unlimited because the violence in the Sixties was a struggle for
hJJman dignity and for human rights. The next struggle will be a struggle for
siuyival and it will not just be limited to Black people, or black against white.
but it will be the poor people, the masses of the people of the country. strug
gling for the right to live, for the right to survi~e.

The Strategy
and Tactics
of Terrorism

GRATHWOHL INTERVIEW

,

This network-quality docu
mentary removes the mystery
from international terrorism.
On the surface. terrorism
appears to be irrational and
counter-productive. but. when
the long-range strategy and
tactics are understood. it
becomes recognizable as part
of a larger plan to weaken and
destroy non-Communist
governments. It is but one
phase of the Marxist-Leninist
dogma of so-called Wars of
National Liberation. The
-terrorists themselves are
dispensable players in this
deadly game because. when
the target governments are
finally toppled. it will not be
the fonner terrorists who
come to power but the Soviet
apparatus which has trained
them and supplied them in
their acts of destruction. Here
are the documented facts
which show both the exis
tence and operation of this in
ternational terrorist network.
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Grathwohl:
1 brought up the subject of what's going to happen after we take over the
, government. You know, we become responsible for administrating, you
know, 250 million people. And there was no answer. No one had given any
thought to economics. How are you going to clothe and feed these people7
The only thing that 1 could get was that they expected that the Cubans. the
North'Vietnamese, the Chinese and the Russians would all want to occupy
different portions of the United States. They also b'elieved that their immed
iate responsibility would be to protect against what they called the counter
revolution. And they felt that this counter-revolution could best be guarded
_against b}' creating and establishing re~ducation in the Southwest where we
would take all of the people who needed to be re~ducated into the new wa)' of
thinking and teach them how things were going to be. 1 asked, ·Well. what is
going to happen to those people that we can't re~ducate, that are die-hard
capitalists1" And the reply was that they'd have to be eliminated and when 1 .
pursued this further, they estimated that they'd have to eliminate 25 million
people in these re~ducation centers. And when 1 say eliminate, 1 mean kill 25
, million people. I want you to imagine sitting in a room with 25 people, most of
: whom have graduate degrees from Columbia and other well-kno\\'n educa
tional centers and hear them figuring out the logistics for the elimination' ~i
25 million people and they were dead serious.
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Me DONALD INTERVIEW
McDonald:
Yery few of these diplomats, journalists, trade missions and so forth. do
not have, ver)" few members do not have an espionage role here in this coun·
try. They have never wavered from their objective of world domination ...
(Griffin narrative overrides statement).. ,.
Yes, we are at war. YeT)' definitely. We have been at war. It's an eco.
nomic war. It's a war of subversion. It's a war of espionage. It's a war of
ideas. And it's a war of terrorism and infiltration.
'
Narrator:
(Voice Over) Congressman Lawrence McDonald has been an outspoken ad·
vocate of improved national security, and he has devoted hundreds of rJ~es
in the CongressiollQI Rrcord to documenting th~ internal thr~'at ~lf t·~rivn... ~t'.
subversion, and terrorism. .
McDonald:

These are just notes I took down while I listened to the Steve Quayle broadcast on December 3, 2009.
They may not be perfect, so I would suggest that you listen in to the Archives and hear the broadcast
yourself, and then adjust your corrections to these notes. There is enough space left between
paragraphs for you to do so.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Steve Quayle’s Broadcast with Greg Evensen as a guest. Comments following were made by one or the other
speaker:

The FDIC is crumbling. Something is going to happen in 45 to 60 days. People can’t take anymore of this. This
is the last Clarion call. The Republic is gone. The law enforcement is turned inside out. This is unmatched in
human history. They plan to take out segments of people because they own guns. Some one reported “I
cannot do this to my people. It is called ‘yard farming’. They target air strikes to take out people. The
American people are going to sit there and take it down to the last inning.” (meaning yard farming).
A United States military Lt. Colonel 6 months ago heard him and came to see him. He had tears in his eyes. He
related that he had taken an oath to support and defend the country. He stated that they are planning on
slaying 50 million people in record time. They will use a form of secret weaponry against the people in relatively
short amount of time. 50 million people physically destroyed.

Steve said e‐mails come in and say to him “I don’t believe it.” They are not coming to your front door.

Of the Western sheriffs, there is a 50 to 50 standing. 50% will stand with the people and 50% will go with the
orders that come down from Homeland Security. Certain areas are targeted. All Constitutional protection will
be gone. Later some will hide behind “orders they were given”.
These plans exist. They have been brought to you by military liaisons. Sheriffs have called to Steve and said
“We are with you. We are apprehensive as to what will happen when the first shots are fired! People will
disappear.” Some have told Steve “You are not alone. “ They are willing to pay the price.

Greg Evensen said he does not want to spend time arguing with people whether or not this is true, meaning that
it is a waste of his time. Some friend of Greg’s said he toured the military bases and told him “you would not
believe the weapons they have in army bases. It makes Star Wars look like …… (meaning like nothing? or silly?)
Considers this prima facie evidence ‐ that they will act. They have given 5 different dates for this. Steve or
Greg said “…the communists have always wanted a civil war.
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Steve or Greg: “The National Council of Churches don’t have the courage to stand up. They are impotent in the
pulpits. They cloak themselves in Judas’ coats. Evensen said: “If they are working against the Constitution,
they are my enemy. Sheep or wolf, they are my enemy. Also the ACLU and the Southern Poverty Law Center
are the enemies.

Steve or Greg: “IT IS ENOUGH! AND A TIME FOR A CALL TO ARMS!” Some soldier in Iraq wrote in his letter
about “Operation Garden Plot” . (Not explained) . Greg or Steve: “They are planning to use all military assets
available to them to take out 50 million people. “ There was disappointment as it was told that there are
Christians telling them ‘don’t mention my name.’ Greg: “ I don’t think I would have the depth……. mincing no
words. IF YOU ARE SAYING, ‘BE SILENT’!, THEN GO INTO YOUR PRAYER CLOSET. YOU ARE IN DENIAL! IF YOU
CAN COME OUT OF YOUR PRAYER CLOSET (AND STILL BE IN DENIAL) YOU ARE LOST!

Several times the effort was made to plead with the Christians and warned them of rationing to come, etc.
“There’s nobody out there that is doing anything for them. Don’t think you are alone. ….Let’s go on. “
The Dept. of Homeland Security has said that home schoolers are terrorists.
We are being nullified. We are on a nullification. There is a meeting coming up concerning 10 states : Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois. There are also 24 states involved in another meeting coming up. “ The plan is
done!” was said referring to the evil about the takeover plan .

“All necessary communications, supplies (inferred that these will be cut off) and road blocks (inferring that
these will be held) press releases (inferring that you will be told what to do). They pleaded to the people to
take stuff to the Lord. People were being warned of this being a time to stand up. “You are either going to
surrender, run, or stand and fight!” The aggressors were depicted as coming in, in the open borders to join with
police to assassinate you and assassinate military men who won’t toe the line. They have MS‐13 trained killersl
Most people can’t even imagine what it is going to be like. Tanks, armored military tanks! It was said by Steve
or Greg that you can’t buy a pistol anymore. All sold out. The plans have been lined up for one year to 18
months now.
I think it was Greg who praised Jesus Christ , King of Kings, and said we are here because of the mercy of God.
He urged all to stand in the face of this enemy and said ‘thank you’ to the military (meaning the ones who
support the Constitution) when this moment arrives. Stand in the face of this enemy! Hundreds of military and
law enforcement people will be with the people. He said that there are young bad youths driving police cars.
“The U.S. marshals have plans to deputize the police. They warned that water boarding is not gone. He warned
the resistance : “Don’t be captured”. Steve said he was charged with being a ‘fear mongerer’ in an e‐mail.
An FBI official said we are expecting a tremendous crisis. Some one else in souther n Michigan told him “we
have hardened the building. This building will be our point of resistance. They are anticipating this great crisis.
Some had asked if there would be any danger while all this was going on from an external threat. The answer
was yes. Apparently, the states are absolutely threatening to them. Steve wanted to avoid naming a state and
did not mention the name of a state under discussion.
They said “If you are a Christian or a veteran, you are ‘on the list.’
chambers.
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They are not camps, They are execution

I suppose some foreigner said: “ Why is it so easy with you Americans? All we have to do as advisors is just
make stuff up.!”
Concluding prayer: I call you up in the name of Jesus. I will stand. “Prepare! Prepare!” Quayle said: referring
to the police officer who comes in your front yard, that he is not responsible for you as an individual, so Quayle
would say to the officer: “Take care of your family”. The country is toast. The anti‐Christ will arise. There are
too many people for Greg to go out and see them all. So you should look at Greg’s DVD named “The Castle
Defense” He has made others in this Castle Defense series.

One person was shown by the pharmacist the list of contents of what is in the vaccine. He advised them not to
take the vaccine. Don’t touch it, he said. Tied to this crisis is first phase: the contrails. Second is the injection
and third is the new virus, and that it will kill. We don’t know when the new virus is coming.

The police are under command and control. They will be told: ‘This is how we will operate and you must do
what we tell you ‐ they will be given high orders to do precisely what they are told to do.
They were asked “When do you think this is going to happen?” Steve said “Listen to Jesus. He said “ Men and
Women: Do what is right. God Bless You“ As to people calling him a fear mongerer, he said he writes them off –
forever! He is tired of people who are serving Satan. “I write them off forever.”
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